
What are the key benefits of  Knowledge Publish?

Digital editor
For the first time news teams will be able to 
embed rich content such as videos, maps and 
social media directly from the Knowledge 
platform. Content can be published online and 
sent to print simultaneously, through a single 

responsibility over their content.

Editable design

Multi channel publishing
Simultaneous output to print and multiple 
digital channels including web, smartphone, 
tablet and social media channels such as 
Twitter and Facebook, as well as news 
aggregation sites like Apple News.

Content centric
Thanks to a robust and resilient object oriented 
database, Knowledge can focus on storing 
content instead of pages with its content first 
workflow.

Automation
Removes processes and manual tasks that take 

administration teams, so that the time can be 
spent elsewhere.

Templated workflow
Create templates for standard pages, leaving 
more time for creativity on the other pages. 

sources to ensure brand consistency.

Integrated archive
Content and complete page PDF’s stored and 
indexed for easy retrieval from a hugely 
scalable database.

Remote working platform

Gain complete control of your workflow with more opportunity to collaborate and the 
functionality to increase creativity with templating.  The structure of Knowledge Publish ensures 
workflow guidelines are adhered to in-terms of layout, design and utilisation of third party design 
tools. This control ensures the publication retains its image and costs are managed.

A content first approach is now a
reality with Knowledge Publish.

Our platform facilitates remote working so your 
editorial team can spend more time gathering 
content.  It allows last minute changes to be 
made outside of the 9-5 working day, which we 
have found works best for our customers. 

There is no need for the use of third party 
design applications, as your content can be 
edited inside our platform. 



Knowledge Publish can be used as a single module or part of a wider workflow.

Above is a selection of our customers, all experiencing the benefits of a close 
working relationship with PCS; ensuring they get the best out of our technology.

Editorial & advert
Planning solution

Advertising production
Solution

Advertising sales & customer
management platform

Collaboration & editorial
Management platform

Live, dynamic &
scalable dam solution


